
Irrefutably identifying an individual in a crowd or at distance has always presented law 
enforcement officials with a number of challenges. The SelectaDNA High Velocity Tagging 
System allows a DNA coded pellet to be used to mark an individual, from a safe distance, so that 
the individual can be identified as being present at a specific location at a specific time.

On contact with the target the uniquely coded SelectaDNA 
solution will leave a unique DNA code on the target to 
provide evidence that will enable the relevant authorities to 
confirm or exclude a person or object from their involvement 
in a situation under scrutiny.

The SelectaDNA High Velocity delivery system will enable 
Police, Military and other Government Law Enforcement 
Agencies personnel to remain at a safe distance (up to 
approximately 30-40 metres) from persons of interest while 
deploying the SelectaDNA coded pellet.

The SelectaDNA High Velocity delivery system comes in 
two formats; either a kit which allows the launcher to be 
configured as a rifle or a pistol to suit the requirements of the 
intended application or alternatively as a pistol.

The delivery systems are powered by a 12g powerlet offering 
up to 20 shots per powerlet. The powerlets are single use 
items and must be used on the day of first activation/
connection and removed from the delivery system at the end 
of a deployment.

The SelectaDNA pellets are loaded into 8 shot magazines for 
deployment.

The SelectaDNA pellets are supplied in packs of 16 pellets. All 
pellets in a pack are filled with the same uniquely coded DNA 
and UV solution to allow the location of the DNA code to be 
identified under UV light.
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For more information visit
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or contact 
+44 (0)1689 860757 
Selectamark Security Systems plc,  1 Locks Court,  
429 Crofton Road, Locksbottom, Kent, BR6 8NL. UK.

f facebook.com/SelectaDNA            @SelectaDNA    #SelectaDNA
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Description PISTOL RIFLE

Product Code: 19410 19420

Description: Plastic body and anodized barrel. Semi automatic, open 
bolt blow forward, 1 trigger pull = 1 shot (6 per second)

Plastic body and anodized barrel. Semi automatic, open 
bolt blow forward, 1 trigger pull = 1 shot (6 per second)

Dimensions: 280mm x 204mm high/11 Inches x 8 Inches high 840mm x 230mm/33 Inches x 9 Inches high

Calibre .68 .68

Colour: Orange/black Orange/black

Unloaded weight : 1.23kg/2.7lbs 2.2kg/4.85lbs

Pellet Capacity: 8 shot magazine 8 shot magazine

SelectaDNA Pellets  
(Part Number 19430): 16 single code DNA Pellets 16 single code DNA Pellets

Power Source: 12g powerlet 12g powerlet

Power source capacity* 20 shots 20 shots

* Power sources must be used on day of first activation/connection
Product specifications are subject to change at the manufacturers discretion.
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